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Abstract.  

Purpose: To identify connection between sensory and motor components of the professional kickboxers’ 
functional state. Material: The study involved 31 kickboxers, aged 12 to 15 years, qualified as the First-Class 
Sportsmen and Candidates for Master of Sport of the Ukrainian Kickboxing Federation ISKA. Results: 
Assessment of individual peculiarities of physical and psychophysiological state of the sportsmen was made 
using generally accepted methods of dynamometry, testing of movement quality and valid methods of 
psychophysiological state research. Correlation analysis of significant connections between the indicators, 
characterizing psychophysiological state of the kickboxers, was performed. The method of work with standard 
computer software for mathematical statistics SPSS was used to process data received using the correlation 
analysis. Determination of Pearson correlation coefficient, which measures linear correlation between changes of 
two variables, enabled to determine availability or absence of linear correlation between two qualitative indexes 
and evaluate its completeness and statistical importance. The correlation coefficient was used to evaluate 
tightness of connection between the indicators, considering that coefficient equaling to and being lower than 0.3 
indicates low tightness of connection, coefficient exceeding 0.4 but being lower than 0.7 indicates moderate 
tightness, and coefficient equaling to and exceeding 0.7 indicates high tightness of connection. Conclusions: The 
correlation analysis enabled to detect availability of significant correlative connections between the indicators, 
characterizing locomotor and psychophysiological functions of the sportsmen with the majority of connections 
between their speed parameters. The offered objective criteria enable to perform individual assessment of the 
indicators of psychophysiological state of the sportsmen and are suitable for measurement of kickboxers’ 
adaptation to physical activities.  
Key words: kickboxing, psychophysiological state, psychomotor attributes 

 
Introduction 

Kickboxing, like any other combat sport, belongs to sports with complex movements which on top of 
everything has serious risk for life and health. Therefore it is not allowed to separate any stage of preparation and 
training from each other. Optimal and efficient combination of all types of athletes preparation must be a basis 
for the training process and must harmoniously complement each other. All elements of kickboxers’ preparation 
are in tight symbiosis. They seem to be a part of a living organism and cannot exist and develop separately. 

It should be noted that technical training cannot be effective without coaches' experience and 
knowledge of psychomotor features of spesial exercises (Hölbling et al., 2017).  The study of kickboxers' 
technique is  the leading direction  among all the variety of research vectors in modern sport science 
(Volodchenko et al., 2019). Therefore, the most important is the scientific search for the ways of motor actions 
fulfillment and the optimization of skills in the conditions of the growth of the level of sportsmanship. 

Besides, there are researches focused on the methodological and theoretical problems of kickboxers’ 
preparation, peculiarities of functional state diagnostics in sport, motivation of sport activities, studying of 
emotional states, connected with competitions, individual-typological properties of the sportsman's nervous 
system (Cynarski et al., 2013; Korobeynikova et al., 2016; Korobeynikov et al., 2019) . 

Therefore preparation of professional kickboxers requires the coach to take into account neurodynamic 
functions during organization of specific motor programs for physical activities, implemented with participation 
of different sensory systems. This explains the relevance of the research of connections between sensory and 
motor zones of the cerebral cortex, which take part in implementation of motion program and during its 
correction in the framework of competitions (Podrigalo et al., 2019). 
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The relevance of this topic can be justified, using the data, provided in the scientific sources of some 
authors. Was found that the psychophysiological state monitoring is an integral part of the increase in the 
training process efficiency (Dudnyk et al., 2017; Kozina et al., 2017; Korobeynikov et al., 2020). Besides was 
the research of methodology is contensively focused on detection of individual peculiarities of physical and 
psychophysiological state of a person (Iermakov et al., 2017; Romanenko et al., 2018; Lyzohub et al., 2019; ). 
Some authors used the correlation connections between sensory and motor components of the 
psychophysiological state of the elite boxers and kickboxers have potential as a research object in the sphere of 
genetic and dynamic physiology (Kiprich et al., 2015; Korobeynikov et al., 2019). Thus, - such scientific works 
enable to study mechanisms of psychophysiological aspects of movements and detect innate abilities in the plan 
of performance of different types of mental and physical activities (McIntosh et al., 2015; Hölbling et al., 2017). 

Purpose of work to identify connection between sensory and motor components of the professional 
kickboxers’ functional state. 

 
Materials and methods 

Sensory component of psychophysiological state of the sportsmen was determined by means of the 
computer system for psychophysiological diagnostics “Diagnost-1” (original development of Makarenko M.V., 
Lyzohub V.S., Ukraine).  

Assessment of psychophysiological state included several tests:  
 SHER – analysis of spacial hand-eye reaction;  
 SR1-3 – reaction of selection of one signal out of three;  
 SR2-3 – reaction of selection of two signals out of three, 
Registered parameters — latent period (ms), number of errors, – SHER, SR1-3, SR2-3 (Makarenko et 

al., 2007; Lyzohub et al., 2019). 
Assessment of individual peculiarities of physical and psychophysiological state of the sportsmen was 

made using generally accepted methods of dynamometry, testing of movement quality and valid methods of 
psychophysiological state research. On the basis of the received results, correlation analysis of significant 
connections between the indicators, characterizing psychophysiological state of the kickboxers, their postural 
stability, and biomechanical indicators of kickboxers’ movements, was performed.. The data was processed 
using correlation analysis by means of the standard computer software for mathematical statistics SPSS. 
In order to detect and evaluate tightness of connection between series of indicators, which are compared, the 
Pearson correlation method was used. This parametric statistics method enabled to determine availability or 
absence of linear connection between two qualitative indicators, and evaluate their tightness and statistical 
importance. In other words, the Pearson correlation criteria enabled us to answer the question about availability 
of linear connection between changes of values of two variables. 

The correlation coefficient was used to evaluate tightness of connection between the indicators, 
considering that coefficient equaling to and being lower than 0.3 indicates low tightness of connection, 
coefficient exceeding 0.4 but being lower than 0.7 indicates moderate tightness, and coefficient equaling to and 
exceeding 0.7 indicates high tightness of connection. 

The study involved 32 kickboxers, aged 12 to 15 years, qualified as the First-Class Sportsmen and 
Candidates for Master of Sport of the Ukrainian Kickboxing Federation ISKA.  

 
Results  

Assessment of individual peculiarities of physical and psychophysiological state of the sportsmen was 
made using generally accepted methods of dynamometry, testing of movement quality and valid methods of 
psychophysiological state research. 

Correlation analysis of significant connections between the indicators, characterizing 
psychophysiological state of the kickboxers, was performed. 

Determination of Pearson correlation coefficient, which measures linear connection between changes of 
value of two variables. This parametric statistics method enabled to determine availability or absence of linear 
connection between two qualitative indicators, and evaluate their tightness and statistical importance. 

The correlation coefficient was used to evaluate tightness of connection between the indicators, 
considering that coefficient equaling to and being lower than 0.3 indicates low tightness of connection, 
coefficient exceeding 0.4 but being lower than 0.7 indicates moderate tightness, and coefficient equaling to and 
exceeding 0.7 indicates high tightness of connection. 

Correlation tables, matrixes and pleiades of correlation connections use the following values of 
correlation significance: values 0.01 and 0.05 are significant. 

Returning directly to the results of the correlation analysis, we shall mention that the research focused 
both on internal connections in the medium of blocks of psychophysiological state, postural stability and 
biomechanical data of movements, and correlation between these indicators. 

Thus, analyzing indicators of postural stability of kickboxers in internal medium of the blocks, we 
found out connection between data of the research, received as a result of the tests, carried out with open eyes 
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and with closed eyes. High level of correlation was detected between length of movement trajectory of the 
general gravity center (GGC) on frontal plane X with open eyes, GGC speed of movement with open eyes (r = 
0.877)and length of GGC movement trajectory on sagittal plane Y (r = 0.689).  

Speaking about the same indicators but with closed eyes, we shall mention the high level of connection 
between the length of GGC movement trajectory on frontal plane X with closed eyes, speed of GGC movement 
(r = 0.924) and length of GGC movement trajectory on sagittal plane Y (r = 0.669). 

Looking at these parameters from the perspective of establishment of correlation connections with the 
data of other researches, it is necessary to mention, that negative level of correlation connection with the values 
of psychophysiological state is set for the length of GGC movement trajectory on frontal plane X with closed 
eyes, in particular SR1-3 is r = - 0.370. No correlation connection with kickboxers’ psychophysiological state 
indicators was detected for the GGC movement trajectory on the frontal plane X. Alternatively it is found out 
that length of GGC movement trajectory on the frontal plane X with open eyes has a high level of correlation 
connections with the following parameters of biomechanic indicators of kickboxers’ movement: with average 
speed of strikes combination “right straight – left knee” (r = - 0.460); with average speed of strikes combination 
“left straight – right hook – left middle-kick” (r = 0.382); with average speed of strikes combination “left straight 
– right knee” (r = -0.379); with length of strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left knee” (r = 0.377). 

In Table 1 are showed the schematic layout of the pleiade of correlation connections between the 
mentioned data. 

 
Table 1 Correlation connections between GGC movement trajectory length on frontal plane X, parameters of 

psychophysiological state of kickboxers and parameters of biomechanical indicators of movements 

 
Length of GGC movement trajectory on the frontal 

plane X with open eyes 

Length of GGC movement trajectory on the frontal plane X 

with closed eyes 

0.382 

 
Average speed of strikes combination “left 

straight – right hook – left middle kick” Length of strikes combination “left straight – 
right middle kick” 

-0.366 

 -0.377 

 
Average speed of strikes combination “right 

straight – left knee” 
-0.379 

 
Average speed of strikes combination “left 

straight – right knee” SR1–3 of latent period 
 

-0.370 

 -0.377 

 
Length of strikes combination “left straight 

– right hook – left knee” 
 

As we can see, correlation analysis by Pearson method showed the following dependencies of the above 
mentioned data: 
- the higher the average speed of kickboxers’ strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left middle-
kick” is, the bigger the length of GGC movement trajectory on the frontal plane X with open eyes is (r = 0.382); 
- the higher the average speed of kickboxers’ strikes combination “right straight – left knee” is, the bigger 
the length of GGC movement trajectory on the frontal plane X with open eyes is (r = 0.377); 
- the higher the average speed of kickboxers’ strikes combination “left straight – right knee” is, the lower 
the length of GGC movement trajectory on the frontal plane X with open eyes is (r = -0.379); 
- the higher the length of kickboxers’ strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left knee” is, the 
lower the length of GGC movement trajectory on the frontal plane X with open eyes (r = -0.377) is; 
- the higher the length of kickboxers’ strikes combination “left straight – right middle-kick” is, the lower 
the length of GGC movement trajectory on the frontal plane X with closed eyes is (r = -0.366); 
- the higher the length of kickboxers’ strikes combination “left straight – right middle-kick” is, the lower 
the length of GGC movement trajectory on the frontal plane X with closed eyes is (r = -0.370). 

Thus, taking into account the above mentioned data, the conclusion can be made that values of the 
postural stability, received as a result of the research involving 32 kickboxers from Kickboxing Federation of 
Ukraine ISKA, have significantly fewer correlation connections with the values of psychophysiological state than 

with the data of biomechanical movements of these sportsmen. 
The confirmation of this conclusion is also the comparative analysis of the GGC movement trajectory 

length on the sagittal plane Y.  
Thus, analyzing these indicators of postural stability of kickboxers in internal medium of the blocks, we 

detected connections between data of the research, which were received as a result of tests, carried out with open 
eyes, and the same indicators with closed eyes. High level of correlation was found between length of GGC 
movement trajectory on the sagittal plane Y with open eyes, speed of GGC movement with open eyes (r = 0.897) 
and length of GCC movement trajectory on the frontal plane X (r = 0.689).  

Speaking about the same indicators but with closed eyes, we shall mention the high level of connection 
between length of the GGC movement trajectory on the sagittal plane Y with closed eyes, speed of GGC 
movement (r = 0.872) and length of GGC movement trajectory on the frontal plane X (r = 0.669). 
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Looking at these parameters from the perspective of establishment of correlation connections with the 
data of other researches, it is necessary to mention, that negative level of correlation connection with the values 
of psychophysiological state is set for the length of GGC movement trajectory on the sagittal plane Y with 
closed eyes, in particular SR1-3(r = - 0.387 ). No correlation connection with kickboxers’ psychophysiological 
state indicators was detected for the GGC movement trajectory on the sagittal plane Y. Alternatively, it is found 
out that length of GGC movement trajectory on the sagittal plane Y with open eyes has a high level of 
correlation connections with the following parameters of biomechanic indicators of kickboxers’ movement: with 
average speed of strikes combination “right straight – left knee” (r = -0.404); with average speed of strikes 
combination “left hook – right low-kick” (r = -0.355); with length of strikes combination “right straight – left 
middle-kick” (r = 0.471). 

Schematic layout of the pleiade of correlation connections between the mentioned data is provided in 
Table 2. 

 
Table 2 Correlation connections between GGC movement trajectory length on the sagittal plane Y with 
parameters of psychophysiological state of kickboxers and parameters of biomechanical indicators of 

movements 

Length of GGC movement trajectory on the sagittal 

plane Y with open eyes 

Length of GGC movement trajectory on the sagittal plane Y 

with closed eyes 

-0.404 

 
Average speed of strikes combination “right 

straight – left knee” 
SR1-3 of latent period 

 
 

-0.387 

 
-0.355 

 
Average speed of strikes combination “left 

hook – right low-kick” 
-0.471 

 
Length of strikes combination “right straight 

– left middle kick” 
 

As we can see, correlation analysis by Pearson method showed the following dependencies of the above 
mentioned data: 

- the higher the average speed of kickboxers’ strikes combination “left straight – right knee” is, 
the lower the length of GGC movement trajectory on the frontal plane Y with closed eyes is (r = -0.379) 

- the higher the average speed of kickboxers’ strikes combination “left straight – right knee” is, 
the lower the length of GGC movement trajectory on the sagittal plane Y with open eyes is (r = -0.379) 

- the higher the length of kickboxers’ strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left knee” 
is, the lower the length of GGC movement trajectory on the sagittal plane Y with open eyes is (r = -0.377) 

- the higher the length of latent period SR1-3 is, the lower the length of GGC movement 
trajectory on the sagittal plane Y with closed eyes is (r = -0.370). 

The next conclusion, which can be made on the basis of the above mentioned data, is that the 
statistically negative level of correlation connection is detected between the GGC movement trajectory length on 
the sagittal plane Y and frontal plane X and length of latent period SR1-3 (correspondingly, r = -0.387 and r = -
0.370) available only in experimental data, received during the tests with closed eyes. The same connection is 
available for the length of latent period SR1-3 and GGS movement speed with closed eyes (r = -0.360). Similar 
correlation connections (both positive and negative) are absent in case of open eyes. 

Results of correlation analysis show insignificant quantity of detected dependencies between the 
values of psychophysiological state of the sportsmen and level of their postural stability. Besides, such 
dependencies are characterized by a week connection. Therefore, it is reasonable to review the connections 
between the values of psychophysiological state and biomechanical indicators of kickboxers’ movements. 

Analyzing values of the psychophysiological state of the sportsmen in the internal medium of the 
blocks, we detected connections between data of the research, which can be summarized in the following way: 
- the longer SHER (spacial hand-eye reaction) is, the bigger the amount of errors for the SHER is (r = 
0.556); 
- the higher SR1-3 level is, the bigger the amount of errors for SR1-3 (r = 0.463); 
- the higher SR2-3 level is, the bigger is the amount of errors for SR1-3 (r = 0.435). 

Looking at these parameters from the perspective of establishment of correlation connections with the 
data of other researches, it is necessary to mention, that significant correlation with 8 data categories, received as 
a result of research of biomechanical indicators of kickboxers’ movements, is detected for the value of SR1-3 
latent period of SHER. 

In particular it was found out that there are significant connections between the following parameters: 
maximum speed of strikes combination “left hook – right low-kick – left straight” (r = 0.536); length of strikes 
combination “left straight – right hook – left knee” (r = 0.508); average speed of strikes combination “left 
straight – right middle-kick» (r = -0.416); average speed of strikes combination “left straight – right knee” (r = -
0.389); maximum speed of strikes combination “left straight – right straight – left middle-kick” (r = 0.383); 
maximum speed of strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left knee” (r = 0.466); average speed of 
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strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left knee” (r = -0.356); length of strikes combination “right 
straight – left knee” (r = 0.353). 

Schematic layout of the pleiade of correlation connection between the mentioned data is provided in 
Table 3. 

Table 3 Correlation connections of SHER and parameters of biomechanical indicators of movements 
SHER  

Maximum speed of strikes combination “left hook – right low-kick – left straight” 0.536 

Maximum speed of strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left knee” 0.466 

Length of strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left knee” 0.508 

Average speed of strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left knee” -0.356 

Average speed of strikes combination “left straight – right knee” -0.389 

Average speed of strikes combination “left straight – right middle-kick” -0.416 

Maximum speed of strikes combination “left straight – right straight – left middle-kick” 0.383 

Length of strikes combination “right straight – left knee” 0.353 

As we can see, correlation analysis by Pearson method showed the following dependencies of the above 
mentioned data: 
- the higher the maximum speed of strikes combination “left hook – right low-kick – left straight” is, the 
higher SHER latent period value is (r = 0.536);  
- the higher the length of strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left knee” is, the higher SHER 
is (r = 0.508); 
- the lower the average speed of strikes combination “left straight – right middle-kick” is, the higher 
SHER is (r = -0.416);  
- the lower the average speed of strikes combination “left straight – right knee” is, the higher SHER is 
(r = -0.389);  
- the higher the maximum speed of strikes combination “left straight – right straight – left middle-kick” 
is, the higher SHER is (r = 0.383); 
- the higher = the maximum speed of strikes combination “left straight – right straight – right hook – left 
knee” is, the higher SHER is (r = 0.466);  
- the lower the average speed of strikes combination “left straight – right straight – right hook – left knee” 
is, the higher SHER is (r = -0.356); 
- the higher the length of strikes combination “right straight – left knee” is, the higher SHER is 
(r = 0.353). 

Results of the correlation analysis show that statistically negative level of correlation connection is 
detected between SHER and average speed of different strikes combinations. The conclusion can be made on the 
basis of the mentioned data, that there is a significant number of detected dependencies between the values of 
psychophysiological state of the sportsmen and parameters of biomechanical indicators of movements  The 
mentioned conclusion is confirmed also by the correlation connections (detected as a result of statistical data 
processing) for value of SR2-3 latent period and biomechanical indicators of kickboxers’ movements, received 
as a result of the research. In particular it was found out that there are significant connections between the 
following parameters: average speed of strikes combination “left hook – right low-kick – right middle-kick (r = -
0,545); average speed of strikes combination “right straight – left middle-kick” (r = 0.539); average speed of 
strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left middle-kick” (r = 0.498); average speed of strikes 
combination “left straight – right straight – left middle-kick” (r = -0.476); length of strikes combination “left 
straight – right hook – left middle-kick” (r = 0.474); maximum speed of strikes combination “right straight – left 
middle-kick” (r = 0.466); maximum speed of strikes combination “left straight – right middle-kick” (r = 0.398); 
length of strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left knee” (r = 0.389); maximum speed of strikes 
combination “left straight – right hook – left middle-kick” (r = 0.380); average speed of strikes combination “left 
straight – right hook – left knee” (r = 0.357); Schematic layout of the pleiade of correlation connection between 
the mentioned data is provided in Table .  
Table 4 Correlation connections of SR2-3 and parameters of biomechanical indicators of kickboxers’ movements 

SR2-3  
Average speed of strikes combination “left hook– right low-kick – right middle kick” 0.545 

Average speed of strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left middle kick” -0.476 

Maximum 
Speed of strikes combination “right straight – left middle kick” 

0.466 

Average speed of strikes combination “right straight – left middle kick” 0.539 

Length of strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left middle kick” 0.474 

Average speed of strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left middle kick” 0.498 

Maximum speed of strikes combination “left straight – right middle-kick” 0.398 

Maximum speed of strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left middle kick” 0.380 

Length of strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left knee” 0.389 

Average speed of strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left knee” 0.357 
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As we can see, correlation analysis by Pearson method detected the following dependencies of the 
above mentioned data: 
- the lower the average speed of strikes combination “left straight – right low-kick – right middle-kick” 
is, the higher SR2-3 is (r = -0.545);  
- the higher the average speed of strikes combination “right straight – left middle-kick” is, the higher 
SR2-3 is (r = 0.539);  
- the higher the average speed of strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left middle-kick” is, the 
higher SR2-3 is (r = 0.498); 
- the lower the average speed of strikes combination “left straight – right straight – left middle-kick” is, 
the higher SR2-3 is (r = -0.476); 
- the higher the length of strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left middle-kick” is, the higher 
SR2-3 is (r = 0.474):  
- the higher the maximum speed of strikes combination “right straight – left middle-kick” is, the higher 
SR2-3 is (r = 0.466);  
- the higher the maximum speed of strikes combination “left straight – right middle-kick” is, the higher 
SR2-3 is (r = 0.398);  
- the higher the length of strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left knee” is, the higher SR2-3 
is (r = 0.389); 
-  the higher the maximum speed of strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left middle-kick” is, 
the higher SR2-3 is (r = 0.380);  
- the higher the average speed of strikes combination “left straight – right hook – left knee” is, the higher 
SR2-3 is (r = 0.357). 

As we can see, there is a significant number of dependencies between the values of 
psychophysiological state of the sportsmen and parameters of biomechanical indicators of movements.  

 
Discussion 

Kickboxing, like any other combat sports, has faced world rejuvenation trend, which dictates new 
requirements for training processes organization (Podrigalo et al., 2017; Volodchenko et al., 2019). Kickboxer 
needs not only certain physical skills: strength, speed, endurance, but also constant development of mental 
attributes (Çetin et al., 2011). It is very important to obtain skills for immediate analysis of the situation; to 
estimate the best action as soon as possible, and perform it immediately and perfectly. In order to achieve the 
desired result at the first training stages, the kickboxer must learn how to predict the next steps of the 
competitors, being ready not only for counter move but also for technical move (Cimadoro  2014; Nacar 2019).  

Increasing number of scientists start investigating connections between motor and sensory components 
of functional state in the sphere of biomechanics and psychophysiology of sport and focus on study of 
biomechanical and phychophysiological control, influence of physical activities on cognitive functions and visa 
versa (López-González et al., 2013; Malazonia et al., 2016; Zubac et al., 2017). This fact is connected with 
several reasons. In particular individual-typological properties of the higher nervous activity, for instance 
neurodynamic functions (Chernenko-Kuragina 2016; Lyzohub et al., 2017) are directly connected with potential 
capabilities of the person to process external information during trainings and competitions under condition of 
differential stimuluses and time limits (Korobeynikov et al., 2019). 

In addition, neurodynamic functions are very important during formation of the functional system of 
sportsman’ organism, which is responsible for the final result (Yukhymenko et al., 2018). Some scientists 
(Kozina et al., 2017; Podrigalo et al., 20179; Romanenko et al., 2018; Lyzohub et al., 2019) consider motor 
activities, ensuring implementation of motion function, as external manifestation of higher nervous activity. 
Therefore we understand the fact that almost all components of sport activities depend on the nervous system 
functioning. 

Preparation of the kickboxers which includes training and competitions, subordinates entire life style of 
this category of sportsmen. That is why high motivation (Ntoumanis et al., 2014) to achieve success when 
various forms of activities are subordinated to one aim, i.e. high results in sport, is implemented by means of 
manifestation of individual-typological peculiarities of the nervous system. 

 
Conclusions: 

The research identified connection between sensory and motor components of the professional 
kickboxers’ functional state. The research of biomechanical indicators included analysis of 8 basic combinations 
of strikes. It was found out that “low-kick” strike has maximum values of average and maximum speed – 4.22 
m/sec and 8.86 m/sec, correspondingly. 

The correlation analysis enabled to detect availability of significant correlative connections between the 
indicators, characterizing locomotor and psychophysiological functions of the sportsmen, with the majority of 
connections present between their speed parameters and biomechanical indicators of kickboxers’ movements. 
The offered objective criteria enable to perform individual assessment of indicators of psychophysiological state 
of the sportsmen and are suitable for measurement of kickboxers’ adaptation to physical activity.  
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